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Abstract

We consider the problem of reasoning about the probability of assertion violations in straight-line,
nonlinear computations involving uncertain quantities modeled as random variables. Such computa-
tions are quite common in many areas such as cyber-physical systems and numerical computation. Our
approach extends probabilistic affine forms, an interval-based calculus for precisely tracking how the dis-
tribution of a given program variable depends on uncertain inputs modeled as noise symbols. We extend
probabilistic affine forms using the precise tracking of dependencies between noise symbols combined with
the expectations and higher order moments of the noise symbols. Next, we show how to prove bounds
on the probabilities that program variables take on specific values by using concentration of measure
inequalities. Thus, we enable a new approach to this problem that explicitly avoids subdividing the
domain of inputs, as is commonly done in the related work. We illustrate the approach in this paper on a
variety of challenging benchmark examples, and thus study its applicability to uncertainty propagation.

1 Introduction

We consider the problem of propagating uncertainty through computation that generates random numbers
with known distributions on-the-fly, and computes a variety of arithmetic operations on these numbers. Such
computations are common in a wide variety of applications including systems biology, robotics, control theory
and randomized algorithms. Reasoning about uncertainties involves answering queries about the probabilities
of assertions over the program variables, expectations of expressions, and more generally, characterizing
the possible probability distributions of program expressions, at the output. Often, the random number
generators draw values from simple distributions such as uniform random, gaussian or exponential. However,
as a result of nonlinear operations, the resulting distributions can be quite complex.

In this work, we restrict our attention to straight line computations involving random variables. In other
words, the programs do not branch on the values of the random variables involved. Nevertheless, such
computations are surprisingly common in many applications arising from controls, robotics and scientific
computation that can generate thousands of random variables. Currently, these applications are beyond many
of the existing approaches for reasoning about probabilistic programs. Our approach combines the framework
of probabilistic affine forms introduced by Bouissou et al. [7] to represent program variables in terms of
interval linear expressions involving uncertain noise symbols, and concentration of measure inequalities in
probability theory [13] to answer queries. This approach has two main advantages: (a) probabilistic affine
forms can be used to rapidly approximate several nonlinear arithmetic operations including trigonometric
operations, and (b) the application of concentration of measure inequalities yields valid probability bounds
without the need to perform expensive subdivisions of the set of support. In fact, in situations involving
more than a few tens of noise symbols, such a subdivision is prohibitively expensive.

The contributions of this paper include (a) we extend probabilistic affine forms with precise tracking of the
bounds on the expectations and higher-order moments of these forms, (b) we propose the use of concentration
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of measure inequalities to reason about the probabilities of queries over affine forms and (c) we demonstrate
our approach on many challenging examples involving nonlinear arithmetic operations. Wherever possible,
we also compare our approach with the previous use of probabilistic affine forms without concentration of
measure inequalities [7]. The experimental evaluation in this paper allows us to draw two main conclusions.
(A) Probabilistic affine forms are seen to be quite efficient even for nonlinear trigonometric and rational
functions over random variables. However, this is at the cost of information lost due to linear approximation
of nonlinear computations. (B) Concentration of measure inequalities can prove bounds on the probabilities
of rare events for large affine forms, quite efficiently. Often, such bounds seem beyond the reach of related
techniques. On the flip side, the bounds may sometimes be too conservative due to the abstraction.

Related work

Many approaches have focused on the problem of reasoning about uncertainties as they propagate through
computation. These include approaches from interval arithmetic, polynomial chaos approximations, symbolic
verification, and statistical approaches.

Interval Arithmetic and Imprecise Probabilities: Imprecise probability representations describe sets
of probability distributions. These are well-suited for describing situations where some values, or events
are known non-deterministically (e.g. values in an interval), whereas others are known probabilistically.
Tools from this domain include P-boxes [17] and Dempster-Shafer structures [33]. These have been used to
propagate both probabilistic and non-deterministic information in numerical simulation for instance, see also
[8, 37, 38, 30, 18, 21]. Arithmetic rules for P-boxes have been studied [39] and implemented in toolboxes
such as DSI, INTLAB, and RiskCalc [3, 31, 16]. Our work builds on probabilistic affine forms proposed by
Bouissou et al., wherein a variety of operators over these forms including meet, join and widening operators
are presented [7, 2].

However, these approaches rely on an explicit, finite representation of probability bounds that requires
us to decompose the joint domain of distributions of these random variables. Such a decomposition rapidly
becomes intractable beyond a few tens of random variables. We partly tackle this issue in our approach
using concentration of measure inequalities, whose application does not require a decomposition.

Polynomial chaos approximations express the output distributions as polynomials over the input ran-
dom variables [40]. However, these approximations also suffer from the curse of dimensionality. Moreover,
polynomial chaos approximations focus on estimating moments, but not necessarily on providing probability
bounds.

Formal Verification Approaches: Prism and related model checking tools have revolutionized the
problem of reasoning about finite state probabilistic programs [25]. This has spurred interest in infinite state
programs involving more complex random variables with distributions such as gaussian and exponential.

Related approaches include probabilistic symbolic executions that extend traditional symbolic execu-
tion over probabilistic programs and probabilistic abstract interpretation. Probabilistic symbolic execution
has been explored for analyzing complex programs computing over random variables [19, 32, 4]. These
approaches rely on expensive volume approximation techniques either off the shelf [12], or using domain
decomposition [32]. Barring a few exceptions [4], they are restricted to programs with linear assignments
and conditionals. However, recent work by Chistikov et al. has demonstrated a randomized approximation
to volume estimation that holds the promise of scaling to larger systems involving thousands of random
variables [10]. However, that approach is currently restricted to linear arithmetic SMT formulas. The
ProbReach tool by Shmarov et al. also provides precise probability bounds for nonlinear continuous-time
systems, building on top of the dReach tool [35]. While capable of precise reasoning for complex nonlinear
systems, it relies on domain decomposition. In particular, it is currently restricted to systems with uncer-
tainties in initial parameters as opposed to stochastic systems that are driven by noisy inputs. Similar ideas
using Taylor models have been investigated by Enszer et al. [15]. Finally, the work of Abate et al. derives
discrete Markov chain abstractions to compute probability of reaching unsafe states in general stochastic
Markov processes [1]. The discretization also involves a subdivision of the state space of these processes
with a finer subdivision providing better results. In contrast, our approach does not subdivide the state or
random variables. However, our approach depends intimately on obtaining good bounds for expectations
and higher-order moments for noise symbols.
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1 angles = [10, 60, 110, 160, 140, ...
2 100, 60, 20, 10, 0]
3 x := TruncGaussian(0,0.05,-0.5,0.5)
4 y := TruncGaussian(0, 0.1,-0.5,0.5)
5 for reps in range(0,100):
6 #iterate through angles
7 for theta in angles:
8 # Distance travelled variation
9 d = Uniform(0.98,1.02)

10 # Steering angle variation
11 t = deg2rad(theta) * (1 + ...
12 TruncGaussian(0,0.01,-0.05,0.05))
13 # Move distance d with angle t
14 x = x + d * cos(t)
15 y = y + d * sin(t)
16 #Probability that we went too far?
17 assert(x >= 272)

Figure 1: Left: A probabilistic program capturing the final position of 2D robotic end effector. Right:
Scatter plot showing the final (x, y) values.

Abstract domains for probabilistic programs have been investigated by Monniaux [29] and Cousot and
Monereau [11]. Whereas our approach focuses on finite computations, abstract interpretation typically
excels in dealing with unbounded length computations wherein approximations such as join (see also [2])
and widening provide the ability to generalize. Previous work by Chakarov et al. also uses concentration of
measure inequalities in this context to handle loops in probabilistic programs [9].

Statistical Approaches: Finally, statistical approaches use hypothesis testing to answer queries on uncer-
tainties [41, 24]. The main advantage lies in the ability to handle quite complex systems through simulations.
However, the disadvantages often involve rare events, wherein the number of simulations required to gain
a given degree of statistical confidence is simply prohibitive. In such situations, techniques like importance
sampling have been applied to minimize the number of simulations [23]. However, statistical approaches
provide guarantees that are fundamentally different from ours. Also, with very few exceptions [26], they do
not attempt to represent the output distribution but simply answer queries by examining the evidence from
simulations. As such, very little work has been undertaken to relate the two types of guarantees. A related
approach by Bernholt et al. [5], introduces an explicit uncertainty data type to reason about uncertainty
using Bayesian hypothesis testing. Therein, the main idea is to use Bayes networks to represent the influence
of random variables over program variables and allow hypothesis testing techniques to enable programmers
to deal with this uncertainty in making decisions.

2 Motivating Example

Figure 1 shows an example probabilistic program that models the (x, y) position of a simple 2D robotic
end effector that starts close to the origin and whose series of motions is specified by the list angles. The
initial position is uncertain with a truncated normal distribution centered at the origin and with given
variance as shown in Lines 3, 4. At each iteration, the effector moves from its current position (x, y) to
x+dj cos(θj), y+dj sin(θi), wherein dj is distributed as a uniform random number in the interval [0.95, 1.05]
(Line 9, modeling the distance 1.0 with a 5% uniform error). Likewise, θi is given by multiplying angles(i)
with a truncated Gaussian random variable centered around 1 with variance 0.01 in the interval [0.95, 1.05]
(Line 12). The position update is shown in lines 14 and 15. We are interested in the probability that an
assertion violation is triggered in line 17.

A scatter plot (Fig. 1) of the values of (x, y) at the end of the computation are shown. As noted, 105

simulations do not produce any violations of the property x ≥ 272. In fact, the largest value of x seen in our
simulations is around 271. Therefore, we may rightfully conclude that it is “quite rare” to reach x ≥ 272. On
the other hand, using nondeterministic semantics for the random choices concludes a potentially reachable
range of x ∈ [210.5, 324.3]. We therefore, seek to know bounds on the probability that the assertion is
satisfied.

Affine Forms At Output: Our approach uses symbolic execution to track the value of x at the output
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as a function of random variables called noise symbols. The affine form for x is (partially) shown below:

x :

(
[268.78, 268.82] + [1, 1] ∗ y0 + [0.984, 0.985] ∗ y2 + [0.030, 0.031] ∗ y3 + [−1,−1] ∗ y4 + [0.030, 0.031] ∗ y5

+[−1,−1] ∗ y6 + [0.49, 0.51] ∗ y9 + [0.90, 0.91] ∗ y10 + [−1,−1] ∗ y11 + [0.90, 0.91] ∗ y12+
· · ·

[0.03, 0.031] ∗ y6892 + [−1,−1] ∗ y6893 + [1, 1] ∗ y6896 + [−1,−1] ∗ y6898 + [−1,−1] ∗ y6899

)
.

Here, each yi is a noise symbol with associated information concerning it’s range, dependencies with other
noise symbol, expectations and higher order moments (e.g., the second moment). For instance, y0 corresponds
to the truncated Gaussian random variable in line 3. Using this affine form, we conclude at the end of
computation that the value of x has an expectation in the range [265.9, 268.9] and variance in the range
[0.17, 0.23]. This matches with the empirical evidence gathered from 105 simulations. The time required for
the affine form was ∼ 15 seconds and comparable to 105 simulations in Matlab (∼ 20 seconds).

Reasoning with Affine Forms: Finally, we utilize a concentration of measure inequality to obtain the
guarantee P(x ≥ 272) ≤ 6.2 × 10−7 [13]. We note that such bounds on rare events are often valuable, and
hard to establish.

3 Probabilistic Affine Forms

In this section, we introduce probabilistic affine forms involving random variables known as noise symbols,
and discuss the approximation of straight line computations using these affine forms.

3.1 Random Variables, Expectations, Moments and Independence

Let R represent the real numbers and R = R∪{∞,−∞}. Univariate random variables over reals are defined
by a cumulative density function (CDF) F : R 7→ [0, 1], wherein F (−∞) = 0, F (∞) = 1 and F is a non-
decreasing, right continuous function with left limits. The value of F (t) represents the probability P(X ≤ t)
for any t ∈ R. The CDF naturally extends to multivariate random variables as well [14].

The expectation of a function g(X) for random variable X, denoted by E(g(X)) is defined as the in-
tegral: E(g(X)) :

∫
D g(~x)dF (~x). Here D, the domain of integration, ranges over the set of support for

the random variable X. The expectation exists if the integral is well-defined and yields a finite value.
An important property of expectations is their linearity. Whenever the expectations exist, and are fi-
nite, we have E(

∑k
i=1 aigi(~x)) =

∑k
i=1 aiE(gi(~x)), for constants a1, . . . , ak and functions g1, . . . , gk. Like-

wise, the kth moment for k ≥ 1 for a random variable X is defined as E(Xk). Its variance is defined as
Var(X) : E((X −E(X))2).

A pair of random variables (X1, X2) are independent if and only if their CDF F (x1, x2) can be decom-
posed as F (x1, x2) : F1(x1)F2(x2). Otherwise, the random variables are called correlated. More generally,
(X1, . . . , Xn) are pairwise independent iff F (x1, . . . , xn) : F1(x1) · · ·Fn(xn). If X1, X2 are independent then
it follows that E(g(X1)h(X2)) = E(g(X1))E(h(X2)).

We assume that random variables that we encounter in this paper are well-behaved in the following
sense: (a) Each random variable has a bounded set of support. However, we present a simple trick to handle
distributions such as gaussians that have unbounded sets of support. (b) Expectations and higher moments
of the random variables are finite and computable. We recall useful properties of expectations:

Lemma 3.1. Let X be a (univariate) random variable whose set of support is the interval I ⊆ R. It follows
that E(X) ∈ I.

Let X1, X2 be two random variables. The following inequality holds:

−
√
E(X2

1 )E(X2
2 ) ≤ E(X1X2) ≤

√
E(X2

1 )E(X2
2 ) .

The inequality above follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.

3.2 Environments and Affine Forms

Before introducing affine forms, we first define noise symbols and the data associated with these symbols. Let
~y : (y1, . . . , yn) represent a set of random variables called noise symbols. Each noise symbol yj is associated

with an interval of support Ij , and a vector of moment intervals I(yj) = (I
(1)
j , . . . , I

(k)
j ), wherein E(ylj) ∈ I

(l)
j .
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Note that in addition to storing estimates of E(yli), we may optionally store moments of the form E(yiyj)

for pairs yi, yj ∈ ~y for i 6= j. This can also extend to higher order moments of the form E(yl11 · · · ylnn ) for
monomials. In this presentation, we restrict ourselves to (marginal) expectations of single random variables
of the form E(ylj), using Lemma 3.1 to conservatively estimate missing moment information.

Finally, our approach produced new noise symbols yj that are functions of other noise symbols yj :
f(yj1 , . . . , yjm). While we abstract away the function f , we remember these functional dependencies as a
directed (functional) dependence graph G with vertices V : {y1, . . . , yn} and edges E ⊆ V × V wherein the
edge (yi, yj) signifies that the random variable yi : f(· · · , yj , · · · ) for some function f . Clearly, if (yi, yj) ∈ E
and (yj , yk) ∈ E we will also require (yi, yk) ∈ E. The edge relation E is thus a transitive relation over ~y.
For simplicity, we also add all self-loops (yi, yi) ∈ E.

Definition 3.1 (Environment). An environment E : 〈~y, I,M, G〉 is a collection of noise symbols ~y :
(y1, . . . , yn), the sets of support for each noise symbol I : (I1, . . . , In), the moment intervals for each noise
symbol M : (I(m1), . . . , I(mn)) and the directed functional dependence graph G.

Based on the functional dependence graph, we define the notion of independence between random vari-
ables.

Definition 3.2 (Probabilistic Dependence). Noise symbols yi and yj are probabilistically dependent random
variables if there exists yk such that (yi, yk) and (yj , yk) belong to the graph G. Otherwise, they represent
independent random variables.

The probabilistic dependence graph Ĝ is an undirected graph where an undirected edge (yi, yj) exists in

Ĝ iff there exists yk such that (yi, yk), (yj , yk) ∈ E of G 1.

An affine form is an interval-valued linear expression over noise symbols [7].

Definition 3.3 (Affine Form). An affine form f(~y) is a linear expression f(~y) : a0 +
∑n
j=1 ajyj , with real 2

coefficients aj .

Example 3.1 (Environments and Affine Forms). Let us consider an environment E with the noise symbols
y1, y2, y3. Here, yj is a random variable over the set of support Ij : [−j, j], for j = 1, 2, 3, respectively. The
moment vectors containing information up to the 4th moments are provided below:

E(yj) E(y2j ) E(y3j ) E(y4j )

I(m1) : ([0, 0], [ 23 ,
2
3 ], [0, 0], [ 25 ,

2
5 ]) ← Moments for y1

I(m2) : ([0, 0.1], [1, 1.1], [−0.1, 0.1], [0.1, 0.2]) ← Moments for y2
I(m3) : ([−1, 0.2], [0.1, 1.2], [−0.5, 0.5], [1.1, 2.3]) ← Moments for y3

The graph with dependencies is shown below (without the self-loops):

y2 y1 y3

As a result, the variables y1, y3 are independent. But y1 and y2 are dependent. The expression f1 :
[−1, 2] + [3, 3.1]y1 + [1.9, 2.3]y2 + [−0.3,−0.1]y3 is an affine form over y1, . . . , y3 in the environment E .

Semantics: We briefly sketch the semantics of environments and affine forms.
An environment E with noise symbols ~y : (y1, . . . , yn) corresponds to a set of possible random vectors

Y : (Y1, . . . , Yn) that conform to the following constraints: (a) (Y1, . . . , Yn) must range over the set of
support I1 × · · · × In. They cannot take on values outside this set. (b) The moment vectors lie in the
appropriate ranges defined by E : (E(Yj), . . . ,E(Y kj )) ∈ I(mj). (c) If noise symbols yi, yj are independent
according to the dependence graph G (Def. 3.2), the corresponding random variables Yi, Yj are mutually

1The functional dependence graph is akin to the points-to graph in programs, whereas the probabilistic dependence graph
is analogous to the alias graph.

2In the implementation, these coefficients will be safely over-approximated either by intervals of floating-point numbers, or
by floating-point coefficients but with additional noise terms over-approximating the error.
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independent. Otherwise, they are “arbitrarily” correlated while respecting the range and moment constraints
above. Semantically, an affine form f(~y) : a0 +

∑n
i=1 aiyi represents a set of linear expressions Jf(~y)K over ~y:

Jf(~y)K :=

{
r0 +

n∑
i=1

riYi | ri ∈ ai, (Y1, . . . , Yn) ∈ JEK

}
.

We now present the basic operations over affine forms including sums, differences, products and continuous
(and k-times differentiable) functions over affine forms.

Sums, Differences and Products: Let f1, f2 be affine forms in an environment E given by f1 : ~at~y+ a0
and f2 : ~bt~y + b0. We define the sum f1 ⊕ f2 to be the affine form (~a+~b)t~y + (a0 + b0).

Likewise, let λ be a real number. The affine form λf1 is given by (λ~a)t~y + λa0.
We now define the product of two forms f1 ⊗ f2.

f1 ⊗ f2 : a0b0 + a0f2 + b0f1 + approx(

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

aiajyiyj) .

The product operation separates the affine and linear parts of this summation from the nonlinear part that
must be approximated to preserve the affine form. To this end, we define a function approx that replaces the
nonlinear terms by a collection of fresh random variables. In particular, we add a fresh random variable yij
to approximate the product term yiyj .
Dependencies: We add the dependency edges (yij , yi) and (yij , yj) to the graph G to denote the functional
dependence of the fresh noise symbol on yi and yj .
Set of Support: The set of support for yij is the interval product of the set of supports for yi, yj , respectively.
In particular if i = j, we compute the set of support for y2i . Let Iij be the interval representing the set of
support for yij .
Moments: The moments of yij are derived from those of yi and yj , as follows.

Case-1 (i = j). If i = j, we have that the E(ypij) = E(y2pi ). Therefore, the even moments of yi are taken to
provide the moments for yij . However, since we assume that only the first k moments of yi are available,
we have that the first k

2 moments of yij are available, in general. To fill in the remaining moments, we
approximate using intervals as follows: E(yrij) ∈ Irij . While this approximation is often crude, this is a
tradeoff induced by our inability to store infinitely many moments for the noise symbols.
Case-2 (i 6= j). If i 6= j, we have that E(ypij) = E(ypi y

p
j ). If yi, yj form an independent pair, this reduces

back to E(ypi )E(ypj ). Thus, in this instance, we can fill in all k moments directly as entry-wise products of
the moments of yi and yj . Otherwise, they are dependent, so we use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (see

Lemma 3.1): −
√
E(y2pi )E(y2pj ) ≤ E(ypij) ≤

√
E(y2pi )E(y2pj ), and the interval approximation E(ypij) ∈ I

p
ij .

Continuous Functions: Let g(~y) be a continuous and (m + 1)-times differentiable function of ~y. The
Taylor expansion of g around a point ~y0 allows us to approximate g as a polynomial.

g(~y) = g(~y0) +Dg(~y0)(~y − ~y0) +
∑

2≤|α|1≤m

Dαg(~y0)(~y − ~y0)α

α!
+Rm+1

g ,

wherein Dg denotes the vector of partial derivatives ( ∂g∂yj )j=1,...,n, α : (d1, . . . , dn) ranges over all vector

of indices where di ∈ N is a natural number, |α|1 :
∑n
i=1 di, α! = d1!d2! · · · dn!, Dαg denotes the partial

derivative ∂d1g···∂dng
∂y
d1
1 ···∂y

dn
n

and (~y − ~y0)α :
∏n
j=1(yj − y0,j)

dj . Finally, Rm+1
g is an interval valued Lagrange

remainder. Since we have discussed sums and products of affine forms, the Taylor approximation may be
evaluated entirely using affine forms.

The remainder is handled using a fresh noise symbol y
(m+1)
g . Its set of support is Rm+1

g and moments are
estimated based on this interval. The newly added noise symbol is functionally dependent on all variables ~y
that appear in g(~y). These dependencies are added to the graph G.

The Taylor expansion allows us to approximate continuous functions including rational functions and
trigonometric functions of these random variables.
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Example 3.2. We illustrate this by computing the sine of an affine form. Let y1 be a noise symbol over
the interval [−0.2, 0.2] with the moments (0, [0.004, 0.006], 0, [6 × 10−5, 8 × 10−5], 0). We consider the form
sin(y1). Using a Taylor series expansion around y1 = 0, we obtain

sin(y1) = y1 −
1

3!
y31 + [−1.3× 10−5, 1.4× 10−5] .

We introduce a fresh variable y2 to replace y31 and a fresh variable y3 for the remainder interval I3 :
[−1.3× 10−5, 1.4× 10−5].

Dependence: We add the edges (y2, y1) and (y3, y1) to G.

Set of Support: I2 : [−0.008, 0.008] and I3 : [−1.3× 10−5, 1.4× 10−5].

Moments: E(y2) = E(y31) = 0. Further moments are computed using interval arithmetic. The moment
vector I(m2) is (0, [0, 64 × 10−6], [−512 × 10−9, 512 × 10−9], . . .). For y3, the moment vector I(m3) :
(I3, square(I3), cube(I3), . . .).

The resulting affine form for sin(y1) is [1, 1]y1 − [0.16, 0.17]y2 + [1, 1]y3.

3.3 Approximating Computations using Affine Forms

Having developed a calculus of affine forms, we may directly apply it to propagate uncertainties across
straight-line computations. Let X = {x1, . . . , xp} be a set of program variables collectively written as ~x
with an initial value ~x0. Our semantics consist of a tuple (E , η) wherein E is an environment and η : X →
AffineForms(E) maps each variable xi ∈ X to an affine form over E .

The initial environment E0 has no noise symbols and an empty dependence graph. The initial mapping
η0 associates each xi with the constant xi,0. The basic operations are of two types: (a) assignment to a fresh
random variable, and (b) assignment to a function over existing variables.

Random Number Generation: This operation is of the form xi := rand(I,m), wherein I denotes the
set of support interval for the new random variable, and m denotes a vector of moments for the generated

random variable. The operational rule is (E , η)
xi:=rand(I,m)−−−−−−−−−→ (E ′, η′), wherein the environment E ′ extends E

by a fresh random variable y whose set of support is given by I and moments by m. The dependence graph
is extended by adding a new node corresponding to y but without any new edges since freshly generated
random numbers are assumed independent. However, if the newly generated random variable is dependent
on some previous symbols, such a dependency is also easily captured in our framework.

Assignment: The assignment operation is of the form xi := g(~x), assigning xi to a continuous and j + 1-

times differentiable function g(~x). The operational rule has the form (E , η)
xi:=g(~x)−−−−−→ (E ′, η′). First, we

compute an affine form fg that approximates the function g(η(x1), . . . , η(xn)). Let Yg denote a set of fresh
symbols generated by this approximation with new dependence edges Eg. The environment E ′ extends E
with the addition of the new symbols Yg and and new dependence edges Eg. The new map is η′ : η[xi 7→ fg].

Let C be a computation defined by a sequence of random number generation and assignment operations.
Starting from the initial environment (E0, η0) and applying the rules above, we obtain a final environment
(E , η). However, our main goal is to answer queries such as P(xj ∈ Ij) that seek the probability that a
particular variable xj belongs to an interval Ij . This directly translates to a query involving the affine form
η(xj) which may involve a prohibitively large number of noise symbols that may be correlated according to
the dependence graph G.

4 Concentration of Measure Inequalities

We present the use of concentration of measure inequalities to bound probabilities of the form P(f ≥ c) and
P(f ≤ c). Let f be an affine form in an environment E .

There are numerous inequalities in probability theory that provide bounds on the probability that a
particular function of random variables deviates “far” from its expected value [13]. Let X1, . . . , Xn be
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a sequence of random variables that may be pairwise independent or depend on each other according to
a probabilistic dependence graph Ĝ. Consider their sum X :

∑n
j=1Xj and its expected value E(X) :∑n

j=1E(Xj). Under numerous carefully stated conditions, the sum “concentrates” around its average value
so that the “tail” probabilities: the right tail probability P(X−E(X) ≥ t) of the sum being t > 0 to the right
of the expectation, or the left “tail” probability P(X − E(X) ≤ −t) are bounded from above and rapidly
approach zero as t→∞. We note that concentration of measure inequalities provide valid bounds on large
deviations. In other words, they are more powerful than asymptotic convergence results, although they are
typically used to prove convergence. A large category of concentration of measure inequalities conform to
the sub-gaussian type below.

Definition 4.1 (Sub-Gaussian Concentration of Measure). Let X1, . . . , Xn be a set of random variables
wherein each Xi has a compact set of support in the interval [ai, bi]. A sub-gaussian type concentration of
measure inequality is specified by two parts: (a) a condition Ψ on the dependence structure between the
random variables Xi, and (b) a constant c > 0. The inequality itself has the following form for any t ≥ 0,

P(X −E(X) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−t2

c
∑n
j=1(bi − ai)2

)
.

The expression for the left tail probability is derived identically.

In general, many forms of these inequalities exist under various assumptions. We focus on two important
inequalities that will be used here.
Chernoff-Hoeffding: The condition Ψ states that X1, . . . , Xn are independent. Alternatively, the probabilistic
dependence graph Ĝ does not have any edges. In this situation, the inequality applies with a constant c = 1

2 .
Chromatic Number-Based: Janson generalizes the Chernoff-Hoeffding inequality using the chromatic number
of the graph Ĝ [22]. Let χ(Ĝ) be an upper bound on the minimum number of colors required to color Ĝ (i.e,

it’s chromatic number). The condition Ψ states that the random variables depend according to Ĝ. In this

situation, the inequality applies with a constant c = χ(Ĝ)
2 . For the independent case, χ(Ĝ) = 1 and thus,

Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds are generalized.
The sub-gaussian bounds depend on the range [ai, bi] of the individual random variables. Often, the

variance σ2
i of each random variable is significantly smaller. In such situations, the Bernstein inequality

provides useful bounds.

Theorem 4.1 (Bernstein Inequality). Let X1, . . . , Xn be independent random variables such that (a) there
exists a constant M > 0 such that |Xi −E(Xi)| ≤ M for each i ∈ [1, n], and (b) the variance of each Xi is
σ2
i . For any t ≥ 0:

P(X −E(X) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−t2

2
∑n
i=1 σ

2
i + 2

3Mt

)
For the left tail probability, we may derive an identical bound.

We now illustrate how these inequalities can be used for the motivating example from Section 2. Let E
be an environment and f(~y) : a0 +

∑n
i=1 aiyi be an affine form involving noise symbols ~y.

Chromatic Number-Based Inequality: The application of Janson’s dependent random variable in-
equality requires the following pieces of information: (a) An upper bound on the chromatic number of the

graph χ(Ĝ). While the precise chromatic number is often hard to compute, it is often easy to estimate upper

bounds. For instance, χ(Ĝ) ≤ 1 + ∆ wherein ∆ is the maximum degree of any node in Ĝ. (b) We compute
the expectation IE : E(f(~y)) by summing up the expectations of the individual terms. (c) Next, for each
term aiyi, we compute it’s set of support [ci, di] := aiIi wherein Ii is the range of the noise symbol yi in E .
Specifically, we calculate C :

∑n
i=1(di − ci)2.

Since the expectation IE is an interval, we apply the concentration of measure inequality using the upper
bound of IE for right tail inequalities and the lower bound for the left tail inequalities.

Example 4.1. Continuing the affine form in the 2D robotic effector model in Figure 1, we compute the
relevant constants to enable our application of the dependent random variable inequality.
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The chromatic number χ(Ĝ) ≤ 4. The sum C :
∑n
i=1(di − ci)

2 was calculated as 12.2642. The
expectation lies in the range [265.9, 268.9]. Combining, we obtain the concentration of measure inequalities:

P(f ≥ 268.9 + t) ≤ exp
(
−t2
24.53

)
Similarly, P(f ≤ 265.9− t) ≤ exp

(
−t2
24.53

)
.

f ≤ 220 f ≤ 235 f ≤ 250 f ≤ 260 f ≥ 275 f ≥ 285 f ≥ 295 f ≥ 310
4.2E − 35 1.2E − 13 5E−5 0.48 0.21 2.2E−7 7E−13 9.2E−31

Applying Chernoff-Hoeffding and Bernstein Inequalities: The Bernstein inequality and Chernoff-
Hoeffding bounds require independence of the random variables in the summation. However, the noise
symbols involved in f(~y) may be dependent.

Suppose we compute the maximal strongly connected components (MSCC) of the graph Ĝ. Note that
symbols that belong to different MSCCs are mutually independent. As a result, we decompose a given affine
form f(~y) into independent clusters as f(~y) : f1(~y1)+ · · ·+fk(~yk). Each cluster corresponds to an affine form

fj(~yj) over noise symbols ~yj involved in the jth MSCC of Ĝ. Note that each fi itself will be independent
of fk for k 6= i. Thus, we may apply the Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds or the Bernstein inequality by treating
each fj(~yj) as a summand. Let [`j , uj ] represent the set of support for each cluster affine form fj(~yj). To

apply the Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds, we compute C :
∑k
j=1(uj − `j)2.

To apply the Bernstein inequality, we collect the information on the variance σ2
j of each fj and compute

M as maxnj=1 (|uj −E(fj)|). The environment E tracks the required information to compute σ2 :
∑n
j=1 σ

2
j

and M , respectively. Since the variance is estimated over an interval, when we apply the Bernstein inequality,
we always use the upper bound on σ2.

Example 4.2. We illustrate our ideas on the example from Fig. 1. For Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds, the
original form with nearly 6900 variables yields about 3000 clusters. The value of C is 17.027. Combining,

we obtain the concentration of measure inequalities: P(f ≥ 268.9 + t) ≤ exp
(
−t2

8.5138

)
for the right tail and

P(f ≤ 265.9− t) ≤ exp
(
−t2

8.5138

)
for the left tail. This yields much improved bounds when compared to the

bounds in Example 4.1.

f ≤ 220 f ≤ 235 f ≤ 250 f ≤ 260 f ≥ 275 f ≥ 285 f ≥ 295 f ≥ 310
2.5E−108 2E−49 1.1E−13 0.016 0.21 4E−14 1E − 35 3E−87

Applying the Bernstein inequality, we note that σ2 ∈ [0.1699985951, 0.2292648934] and M = max(|fi −
E(fi)|) = 0.1035521711.

f ≤ 220 f ≤ 235 f ≤ 250 f ≤ 260 f ≥ 275 f ≥ 285 f ≥ 295
5E−253 9E−161 2.6E−71 4E−18 4.2E−19 1.8E−72 2E−223

In particular, we obtain the result in Section 2: P(X ≥ 272) ≤ 6.2E−7.

Finally, it is sometimes seen that the value of M in Bernstein inequality is large but the value of σ2 lies
inside a small range. In such a situation, Chebyshev inequalities are easy to apply and prove tight bounds.

Theorem 4.2 (Chebyshev-Cantelli Inequality). For any random variable X, P(X − E(X) ≥ kσ) ≤ 1
1+k2 .

A similar inequality holds for the right tail, as well.

Handling Unbounded Random Variables: Finally, we mention a simple trick that allows us to bound
random variables with distributions such as the normal or the exponential.

Suppose the truncated Gaussian distributions in lines 3, 4 and 12 of the program in Fig. 1 are all
replaced by normal random variables. The concentration of measure inequalities no longer apply directly.
However, for most distributions the probability of a large deviation from the mean is easily computed. For
instance, it is known that for a normally distributed variable X with mean µ and standard deviation σ,
P(|X − µ| ≥ 5σ) ≤ 6 × 10−7. Therefore, we simply truncate the domain of each such random variable to
[µ−5σ, µ+5σ] and simply add 6K×10−7 to any probability upper bound, wherein K is the number of times
a Gaussian random variable is generated. Similar bounds can be obtained for other common distribution
types. Even if the distribution is not known but its mean and variance are provided, a weaker Chebyshev
inequality bound can be derived: P(|X − µ| ≥ kσ) ≤ 1

k2 .
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Table 1: Experimental results at a glance: †: indicates a nonlinear example, #ins: total number of instruc-
tions, #rv: random variable generator calls, n: number of noise symbols, Taff : Time (seconds) to generate
affine form, Tcmi: Time (seconds) to perform concentration of measure inequality, χ: Chromatic number
of the probabilistic dependence graph Ĝ, #scc: number of strongly connected components, Jan.: Jansen
2004, c-h.: Chernoff-Hoeffding, Bern.: Bernstein inequality, Cheb. Chebyshev inequality.

ID #ins #rv n Taff Tcmi χ #scc End of Range Probability
jan. c-h. bern. cheb.

Ferson† 20 2 20 <0.1 <0.1 19 2 0.95 0.55 0.78 1
Filter 182 32 32 <0.1 <0.1 1 32 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1
Tank 78 52 52 <0.1 <0.1 1 52 5E-12 5E-12 5E-21 1E-4
CartPole† 180 40 164 0.2 <0.1 92 71 0.94 0.30 0.09 2.5E-4
Tumor † 400 100 200 2.7 0.1 200 1 0.94 0.65 0.31 0.05
DblWell† 400 100 200 < 0.1 < 0.1 99 102 0.95 0.63 0.43 0.34
Euler 3K 1K 1K 2.7 0.1 1 1K 1E-217 1E-217 3E-620 1E-8
Arm2D† 4K 2K 6.9K 5.8 9.5 5 3.1K 3E-44 3E-160 1.1E-309 1E-4
RmlsWhl † 6K 2K 3K 7.4 2.7 3 1K 0.32 0.07 0.02 0.03
Steering† 11.3K 45 4.5K 3 22 2.9K 1.5K 0.993 0.599 0.224 0.016
Anesthesia 22.4K 5.6K 5.6K 438.2 12.2 1 5.6K 9E-19 9E-19 3E-26 0.006

Example 4.3. If the random variable in line 12 of Fig. 1 were a normally distributed variable with σ = 0.01,
we note that 1500 such variables are generated during the computation. The result from Example 4.2 is
updated as P(X ≥ 272) ≤ 6.2× 10−7 + 1500× 6× 10−7 ≤ 9.0062× 10−4.

5 Experiments

In this section, we report on an experimental evaluation of our ideas and a comparison the p-box based
implementation of Bouissou et al. [7], wherever possible.

Implementation: Our prototype analyzer is built as a data-type in C++ on top of the boost interval
arithmetic library with overloaded operators that make it easy to carry out sequences of computations. Our
implementation includes support for nonlinear trigonometric operators such as sine and cosine. It tracks
the expectation and second moments of noise symbols. Currently, we do not explicitly account for floating
point/round off errors. However, as future work, we will integrate our work inside the Fluctuat analysis tool
that has a sophisticated model of floating point errors [20]. The dependency G and probabilistic dependency

Ĝ graphs are maintained exactly as described in Section 3. All concentration of measure inequalities presented
in Section 4 have been implemented.

Table 1 reports on the results from our prototype on a collection of interesting examples taken from related
work : Ferson [2], Filter [2], Tank [2], CartPole [36], Tumor [6], RmlsWhl [36], Anesthesia [28]
as well as new examples for this domain: DblWell, Euler, Arm2D, Steering. We present for each
example, the number of instructions including the random variables involved. Note that for all but one
example (Ferson), this number ranges from many tens of random variables to many thousands. We also
report on the number of noise symbols involved in our affine forms. Finally, the times to derive the affine form
and analyze it using concentration of measure inequalities (CMI) are reported. To evaluate the performance
of various CMIs at a single glance, we simply compare the probability bounds that each CMI provides
for the affine form taking a value past its upper or lower bound. This probability should ideally be zero,
but most CMIs will ideally report a small value close to 0. We note that Bernstein inequality is by far
the most successful, thanks to our careful tracking of higher order moments as part of the affine form. The
overestimation of chromatic number makes the Jansen inequality much less effective than Chernoff-Hoeffding
bounds. However, for the steering and tumor examples, we find that CMIs do not yield bounds close to
zero, whereas we still obtain small bounds through Chebyshev inequality. We now highlight a few examples,
briefly. A detailed description of each benchmark is provided in the Appendix.

Comparison with p-Boxes: We directly compared our approach with the previous work of Adjé et al.
on three reported examples: ferson, tank and filter [2]. At this stage, we could not handle any of the
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other examples using that prototype.
The ferson example uses a large degree 5 polynomial p(θ1, θ2) over two random variables θ1, θ2. In this

example, Adjé et al. obtain a much smaller range of [1.12, 1.17] for p due to the subdivisions of the domain
of θ1, θ2. In contrast, our tool reports a range of [1.05, 1.21]. Our approach produces a relatively narrow
bound on the expectation of p and is able to conclude that P(p ≤ 1.13) ≤ 0.5. However, they report a much
more precise bound of 0.05 for the same probability. This suggests that subdividing random variables can
indeed provide us more precision. In contrast, our running time is roughly 0.01 seconds while Bouissou et
al. report a running time of nearly 100 seconds.

The tank example considers the process of filling a tank using noisy tap and measurement devices. In
this example, Adjé et al. bound the probability that the tank does not fill within 20 iterations as 0.63. In
fact, our approach bounds the same probability by 0.5. Likewise, they incorrectly report that the tank will
always fill within 26 iterations. Our approach correctly proves a bound of at most 10−6 on the probability
that the tank is not full. A simple calculation also reveals that this probability is tiny but non-zero.

Finally, we compare the filter example wherein the affine form is obtained as a linear combination of
independent random variables. Bouissou et al. [7] analyze the same example and report probability bounds
for the assertion y ≤ −1 as P(y ≤ −1) ≤ 0.16. Our approach on the other hand finds a bound of 0.5 for the
same assertion. The difference here is a pitfall of using concentration of measure inequalities which ignore
characteristics of the underlying distributions of the noise symbol. Our approach is quite fast taking less
than 0.01 seconds whereas depending on the number of subdivisions, Bouissou et al. report between 1 second
to 5 minutes.

We now consider models that could not be attempted by the P-Box implementation.

Anesthesia Model: The anesthesia model consists of a four chamber pharmacokinetic model of the anes-
thetic fentanyl that is administered to a surgical patient using an infusion pump [28]. This model is widely
used as part of automated anesthesia delivery systems [34]. As part of this process, we model an erroneous
infusion that results in varying amounts of anesthesia infused over time as truncated gaussian random noise.
The target state variable x4 measures the concentration of anesthesia in the blood plasma. The goal is to
check the probability that the infusion errors result either in too much anesthesia x4 ≥ 300ng/mL poten-
tially causing loss of breathing or too little anesthesia x4 ≤ 150ng/mL causing consciousness during surgery.
Our approach bounds the probability P(x4 ≥ 300) ≤ 7 × 10−13 and P(x4 ≤ 150) ≤ 10−23. These bounds
guarantee that small infusion errors alone have a very small probability of causing safety violations.

Tumor Model: We examine a stochastic model of tumor growth with immunization [6]:

xn+1 = xn + δ(axn − (b0 +
β

1 + x2
)x2 + xwn) ,

where xn denotes the fraction of tumor cells at time t = nδ. We use a = b0 = β = 1 and w as a truncated
normal random variable with mean 0, variance σ2 = δ and range [−10σ, 10σ]. We ask for the probability
that x100 ≥ 0.6, and obtain a Chebyshev inequality bound P(x100 ≥ 0.6) ≤ 0.405. Note that, the structure
of the model leads to a situation wherein all noise symbols in our final form end up depending on each other.

Rimless Wheel Model: The rimless wheel model, taken from Tedrake et al. [36], models a wheel with
spokes but no rims rolling down a slope. Such models are used as human gait models in robotics. Details of
the model are given in the appendix. As part of this model, we wish to verify whether P (x1000 ≤ 0) ≤ 0.5.
Our approach proves a bound of 0.07 on this probability, verifying the property.

6 Conclusion and future work

Thus far, we have presented a tractable method for answering queries on probabilities of assertions over
program variables, using a combination of set-based methods (affine forms), moment propagation and con-
centration of measure inequalities. We showed that this method often yields precise results in a very (time
and space) efficient manner, especially when tracking rare events. However, we also documented failures of
this approach on some examples.

As part of the future work, we are considering extensions to programs with conditional branches and the
use of concentration of measure inequalities on higher order moments. We are exploring possible improve-
ments to our approach using the so-called “moment problem” [27].
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A Details of benchmarks

We now provide a detailed description of each benchmark and results obtained.

A.1 Ferson

Consider the polynomial p(t1, t2) below

(1.09467683743172)t15 + (15.3223572746484)t41t2
+(86.0297202975092)t31t

2
2 + (390.260443722082)t1t

4
2

+(218.60704232612)t52 − (31.9645099690168)t41−
(361.491077961158)t31t2 − (800.011819233185)t21t

2
2−

(1334.22983617068)t1t
3
2 − (2257.7540329627)t42+

(375.296580066101)t31 + (2465.09948122341)t21t2
+(4103.19455646941)t1t

2
2 + (6134.72163986329)t32

−(1960.94158113753)t21 − (7497.63254682701)t1t2
−(9497.30109206786)t22 + (4772.67824380499)t1

+(9816.86840978377)t2 − (4668.81238573154) + I

Here t1, t2 are truncated normal variables over [−0.01, 0.01] with mean 0, 1, respectively, and σ ∈
[0.002, 0.004]. Here I is treated as a random variable whose set of support ranges over the interval [1.144, 1.477]
and mean/moments are unknown. Also, I is correlated with t1, t2.

Our approach produces an affine form with 20 noise symbols. with range [1.051864559, 1.218775478] and
expectation [1.140690667, 1.147181581].

Chromatic number based bound Chromatic number bound on Ĝ is 19. Upper tail bound (t ≥
1.147181581) :

P(p ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 1.147181581)2

0.08921999871

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 1.140690667) :

P(p ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(1.140690667− t)2

0.08921999871

)
P(p ≤ 1.051864559) ≤ 0.9153635631
P(p ≤ 1.060210105) ≤ 0.9299753618
P(p ≤ 1.068555651) ≤ 0.9433464398
P(p ≤ 1.076901197) ≤ 0.9554169392
P(p ≤ 1.085246743) ≤ 0.9661323166
P(p ≤ 1.093592289) ≤ 0.9754437532
P(p ≤ 1.101937835) ≤ 0.9833085254
P(p ≤ 1.110283381) ≤ 0.9896903312
P(p ≤ 1.118628927) ≤ 0.9945595697
P(p ≤ 1.126974473) ≤ 0.9978935691
P(p ≤ 1.135320018) ≤ 0.9996767631
P(p ≥ 1.15201111) ≤ 0.999738609

P(p ≥ 1.160356656) ≤ 0.9980563341
P(p ≥ 1.168702202) ≤ 0.994822493
P(p ≥ 1.177047748) ≤ 0.9900521865
P(p ≥ 1.185393294) ≤ 0.9837676304
P(p ≥ 1.19373884) ≤ 0.9759979827
P(p ≥ 1.202084386) ≤ 0.9667791189
P(p ≥ 1.210429932) ≤ 0.9561533556
P(p ≥ 1.218775478) ≤ 0.9441691271

Clustered dependencies and Chernoff-Hoeffding Number of components in Ĝ is 2. Upper tail bound
(t ≥ 1.147181581) :

P(p ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 1.147181581)2

0.01338530368

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 1.140690667) :

P(p ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(1.140690667− t)2

0.01338530368

)
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P(p ≤ 1.051864559) ≤ 0.5546276836
P(p ≤ 1.060210105) ≤ 0.6163761082
P(p ≤ 1.068555651) ≤ 0.6779075887
P(p ≤ 1.076901197) ≤ 0.7378628428
P(p ≤ 1.085246743) ≤ 0.7948061736
P(p ≤ 1.093592289) ≤ 0.8472806122
P(p ≤ 1.101937835) ≤ 0.8938687446
P(p ≤ 1.110283381) ≤ 0.9332557636
P(p ≤ 1.118628927) ≤ 0.9642908716
P(p ≤ 1.126974473) ≤ 0.9860430499
P(p ≤ 1.135320018) ≤ 0.9978474298
P(p ≥ 1.15201111) ≤ 0.9982589826
P(p ≥ 1.160356656) ≤ 0.9871155748
P(p ≥ 1.168702202) ≤ 0.9659913283
P(p ≥ 1.177047748) ≤ 0.9355325385
P(p ≥ 1.185393294) ≤ 0.8966542525
P(p ≥ 1.19373884) ≤ 0.850494626

P(p ≥ 1.202084386) ≤ 0.7983596535
P(p ≥ 1.210429932) ≤ 0.7416620106
P(p ≥ 1.218775478) ≤ 0.6818579889

Bound based on Bernstein inequality We obtain σ2 = [0,0.008620738996] M = 0.09198952204 Upper
tail bound (t ≥ 1.147181581) :

P(p ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 1.147181581)2

0.01724147799 + 0.06132021539t

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 1.140690667) :

P(p ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(1.140690667− t)2

0.01724147799 + 0.06132021539 ∗ t

)
P(p ≤ 1.051864559) ≤ 0.7062745893
P(p ≤ 1.060210105) ≤ 0.7467207148
P(p ≤ 1.068555651) ≤ 0.7864899274
P(p ≤ 1.076901197) ≤ 0.8250091014
P(p ≤ 1.085246743) ≤ 0.8616349552
P(p ≤ 1.093592289) ≤ 0.8956573095
P(p ≤ 1.101937835) ≤ 0.9263056328
P(p ≤ 1.110283381) ≤ 0.9527595539
P(p ≤ 1.118628927) ≤ 0.9741640299
P(p ≤ 1.126974473) ≤ 0.9896498156
P(p ≤ 1.135320018) ≤ 0.9983597711
P(p ≥ 1.15201111) ≤ 0.9986709254
P(p ≥ 1.160356656) ≤ 0.9904290413
P(p ≥ 1.168702202) ≤ 0.9753569059
P(p ≥ 1.177047748) ≤ 0.9543098199
P(p ≥ 1.185393294) ≤ 0.9281571065
P(p ≥ 1.19373884) ≤ 0.8977554104
P(p ≥ 1.202084386) ≤ 0.8639278645
P(p ≥ 1.210429932) ≤ 0.8274485974
P(p ≥ 1.218775478) ≤ 0.7890319388

A.2 Filter

Consider a second order butterworth filter with the following equation:

y(n+ 1) = 1.4y(n)− 0.7y(n− 1) + 0.7w(n+ 1) +−1.3w(n) + 1.1w(n− 1)

Here w(n) is distributed as uniform random variable in the range [−1, 1]. Initially y(−1), y(−2) are also
uniform random variables in the range [−1, 1]. Our approach considers n = 30 executions of the filter. y(30)
has 52 noise symbols with range: [−3.848280763, 3.848280763] and expectation: [−0.0002769020739, 0.0002769020739].

Chromatic number based bound Chromatic number bound on Ĝ is 1. Upper tail bound (t ≥
0.0002769020739) :

P(y(30) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 0.0002769020739)2

2.844444715

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ −0.0002769020739) :

P(y(30) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(−0.0002769020739− t)2

2.844444715

)
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P(y(30) ≤ −3.848280763) ≤ 0.005485579986
P(y(30) ≤ −3.463452687) ≤ 0.01475025575
P(y(30) ≤ −3.07862461) ≤ 0.03573999539
P(y(30) ≤ −2.693796534) ≤ 0.07803463032
P(y(30) ≤ −2.308968458) ≤ 0.153531752
P(y(30) ≤ −1.924140381) ≤ 0.2721992835
P(y(30) ≤ −1.539312305) ≤ 0.4348642371
P(y(30) ≤ −1.154484229) ≤ 0.6260346218
P(y(30) ≤ −0.7696561526) ≤ 0.8121213987
P(y(30) ≤ −0.3848280763) ≤ 0.9493393865
P(y(30) ≥ 0.3848280763) ≤ 0.9493393865
P(y(30) ≥ 0.7696561526) ≤ 0.8121213987
P(y(30) ≥ 1.154484229) ≤ 0.6260346218
P(y(30) ≥ 1.539312305) ≤ 0.4348642371
P(y(30) ≥ 1.924140381) ≤ 0.2721992835
P(y(30) ≥ 2.308968458) ≤ 0.153531752

P(y(30) ≥ 2.693796534) ≤ 0.07803463032
P(y(30) ≥ 3.07862461) ≤ 0.03573999539
P(y(30) ≥ 3.463452687) ≤ 0.01475025575
P(y(30) ≥ 3.848280763) ≤ 0.005485579986

Clustered dependencies and Chernoff-Hoeffding Number of components in Ĝ is 52. Upper tail
bound (t ≥ 0.0002769020739) :

P(y(30) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 0.0002769020739)2

2.844444562

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ −0.0002769020739) :

P(y(30) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(−0.0002769020739− t)2

2.844444562

)
P(y(30) ≤ −3.848280763) ≤ 0.005485578447
P(y(30) ≤ −3.463452687) ≤ 0.01475025239
P(y(30) ≤ −3.07862461) ≤ 0.03573998897
P(y(30) ≤ −2.693796534) ≤ 0.07803461959
P(y(30) ≤ −2.308968458) ≤ 0.1535317365
P(y(30) ≤ −1.924140381) ≤ 0.2721992644
P(y(30) ≤ −1.539312305) ≤ 0.4348642176
P(y(30) ≤ −1.154484229) ≤ 0.626034606

P(y(30) ≤ −0.7696561526) ≤ 0.8121213896
P(y(30) ≤ −0.3848280763) ≤ 0.9493393839
P(y(30) ≥ 0.3848280763) ≤ 0.9493393839
P(y(30) ≥ 0.7696561526) ≤ 0.8121213896
P(y(30) ≥ 1.154484229) ≤ 0.626034606
P(y(30) ≥ 1.539312305) ≤ 0.4348642176
P(y(30) ≥ 1.924140381) ≤ 0.2721992644
P(y(30) ≥ 2.308968458) ≤ 0.1535317365
P(y(30) ≥ 2.693796534) ≤ 0.07803461959
P(y(30) ≥ 3.07862461) ≤ 0.03573998897
P(y(30) ≥ 3.463452687) ≤ 0.01475025239
P(y(30) ≥ 3.848280763) ≤ 0.005485578447

Bound based on Bernstein inequality We obtain σ2 = [0.4740266863,0.4740266863] M = 0.7 Upper
tail bound (t ≥ 0.0002769020739) :

P(y(30) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 0.0002769020739)2

0.9480533725 + 0.46662t

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ −0.0002769020739) :

P(y(30) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(−0.0002769020739− t)2

0.9480533725 + 0.46662 ∗ t

)
P(y(30) ≤ −3.848280763) ≤ 0.004531955767
P(y(30) ≤ −3.463452687) ≤ 0.009303940832
P(y(30) ≤ −3.07862461) ≤ 0.01879996587
P(y(30) ≤ −2.693796534) ≤ 0.03724537016
P(y(30) ≤ −2.308968458) ≤ 0.07196672801
P(y(30) ≤ −1.924140381) ≤ 0.1346377737
P(y(30) ≤ −1.539312305) ≤ 0.2413477608
P(y(30) ≤ −1.154484229) ≤ 0.4081645529
P(y(30) ≤ −0.7696561526) ≤ 0.635801073
P(y(30) ≤ −0.3848280763) ≤ 0.8770810736
P(y(30) ≥ 0.3848280763) ≤ 0.8770810736
P(y(30) ≥ 0.7696561526) ≤ 0.635801073
P(y(30) ≥ 1.154484229) ≤ 0.4081645529
P(y(30) ≥ 1.539312305) ≤ 0.2413477608
P(y(30) ≥ 1.924140381) ≤ 0.1346377737
P(y(30) ≥ 2.308968458) ≤ 0.07196672801
P(y(30) ≥ 2.693796534) ≤ 0.03724537016
P(y(30) ≥ 3.07862461) ≤ 0.01879996587

P(y(30) ≥ 3.463452687) ≤ 0.009303940832
P(y(30) ≥ 3.848280763) ≤ 0.004531955767
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A.3 Tank

Consider a stochastic process described by the volume in a tank:

v(n+ 1) = v(n) + w1 + w2

Here v(0) = 0 and w1 is a truncated gaussian in the range [−0.03, 0.03] with µ1 = 0, σ2
1 = 0.00003 while

w2 has the same range with µ1 = 0, σ2
2 = 0.00001. At n = 26, we obtain an affine form with 52 noise symbols

over the range: [1.04, 4.16] and expectation: [2.6, 2.6].

Chromatic number based bound Chromatic number bound on Ĝ is 1. Upper tail bound (t ≥ 2.6) :

P(v(26) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 2.6)2

0.0936

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 2.6) :

P(v(26) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(2.6− t)2

0.0936

)
P(v(26) ≤ 1.04) ≤ 5.109089028e − 12
P(v(26) ≤ 1.196) ≤ 7.140986485e − 10
P(v(26) ≤ 1.352) ≤ 5.933894507e − 08
P(v(26) ≤ 1.508) ≤ 2.931489214e − 06
P(v(26) ≤ 1.664) ≤ 8.610009872e − 05

P(v(26) ≤ 1.82) ≤ 0.001503439193
P(v(26) ≤ 1.976) ≤ 0.01560755792
P(v(26) ≤ 2.132) ≤ 0.09632763823
P(v(26) ≤ 2.288) ≤ 0.353454682
P(v(26) ≤ 2.444) ≤ 0.7710515858
P(v(26) ≥ 2.756) ≤ 0.7710515858
P(v(26) ≥ 2.912) ≤ 0.353454682

P(v(26) ≥ 3.068) ≤ 0.09632763823
P(v(26) ≥ 3.224) ≤ 0.01560755792
P(v(26) ≥ 3.38) ≤ 0.001503439193

P(v(26) ≥ 3.536) ≤ 8.610009872e − 05
P(v(26) ≥ 3.692) ≤ 2.931489214e − 06
P(v(26) ≥ 3.848) ≤ 5.933894507e − 08
P(v(26) ≥ 4.004) ≤ 7.140986485e − 10
P(v(26) ≥ 4.16) ≤ 5.109089028e − 12

Clustered dependencies and Chernoff-Hoeffding Number of components in Ĝ is 52. Upper tail
bound (t ≥ 2.6) :

P(v(26) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 2.6)2

0.0936

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 2.6) :

P(v(26) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(2.6− t)2

0.0936

)
P(v(26) ≤ 1.04) ≤ 5.109089028e − 12
P(v(26) ≤ 1.196) ≤ 7.140986485e − 10
P(v(26) ≤ 1.352) ≤ 5.933894507e − 08
P(v(26) ≤ 1.508) ≤ 2.931489214e − 06
P(v(26) ≤ 1.664) ≤ 8.610009872e − 05

P(v(26) ≤ 1.82) ≤ 0.001503439193
P(v(26) ≤ 1.976) ≤ 0.01560755792
P(v(26) ≤ 2.132) ≤ 0.09632763823
P(v(26) ≤ 2.288) ≤ 0.353454682
P(v(26) ≤ 2.444) ≤ 0.7710515858
P(v(26) ≥ 2.756) ≤ 0.7710515858
P(v(26) ≥ 2.912) ≤ 0.353454682

P(v(26) ≥ 3.068) ≤ 0.09632763823
P(v(26) ≥ 3.224) ≤ 0.01560755792
P(v(26) ≥ 3.38) ≤ 0.001503439193

P(v(26) ≥ 3.536) ≤ 8.610009872e − 05
P(v(26) ≥ 3.692) ≤ 2.931489214e − 06
P(v(26) ≥ 3.848) ≤ 5.933894507e − 08
P(v(26) ≥ 4.004) ≤ 7.140986485e − 10
P(v(26) ≥ 4.16) ≤ 5.109089028e − 12

Bound based on Bernstein inequality We obtain σ2 = [0.0104,0.0104] M = 0.03 Upper tail bound
(t ≥ 2.6) :

P(v(26) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 2.6)2

0.0208 + 0.019998t

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 2.6) :

P(v(26) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(2.6− t)2

0.0208 + 0.019998 ∗ t

)
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P(v(26) ≤ 1.04) ≤ 4.731711389e − 21
P(v(26) ≤ 1.196) ≤ 3.061399301e − 18
P(v(26) ≤ 1.352) ≤ 1.65270404e − 15
P(v(26) ≤ 1.508) ≤ 7.15457885e − 13
P(v(26) ≤ 1.664) ≤ 2.357094879e − 10
P(v(26) ≤ 1.82) ≤ 5.509065619e − 08
P(v(26) ≤ 1.976) ≤ 8.293819161e − 06
P(v(26) ≤ 2.132) ≤ 0.0007016548332
P(v(26) ≤ 2.288) ≤ 0.02732372245
P(v(26) ≤ 2.444) ≤ 0.3615368507
P(v(26) ≥ 2.756) ≤ 0.3615368507
P(v(26) ≥ 2.912) ≤ 0.02732372245

P(v(26) ≥ 3.068) ≤ 0.0007016548332
P(v(26) ≥ 3.224) ≤ 8.293819161e − 06
P(v(26) ≥ 3.38) ≤ 5.509065619e − 08
P(v(26) ≥ 3.536) ≤ 2.357094879e − 10
P(v(26) ≥ 3.692) ≤ 7.15457885e − 13
P(v(26) ≥ 3.848) ≤ 1.65270404e − 15
P(v(26) ≥ 4.004) ≤ 3.061399301e − 18
P(v(26) ≥ 4.16) ≤ 4.731711389e − 21

A.4 CartPole

The cart pole balancing system is taken from Steinhardt and Tedrake [36]. It models an inverted pendulum
balanced on a cart with four state variables (x, θ, v, ω). The equations are

x(n+ 1) = x(n) +δ(v(n) + w1(n))
θ(n+ 1) = θ(n) +δ(ω(n) + w2(n))

ω(n+ 1) = ω(n) +δ

(
u cos(θ)−mpLω2 cos(θ) sin(θ)+(mc+mp)g sin(θ)

L(mc+mp sin(θ)2)
+ w3(n)

)
v(n+ 1) = v(n) +δ

(
u−mp sin(θ)(Lω2−g cos(θ))

mc+mp sin(θ)2
+ w4(n)

)

We set u = 10x− 289.83θ + 19.53v − 63.25ω.
The parameters are mp = 1.0,mc = 10.0, L = 0.5, g = 9.8. Unlike Tedrake et al., we do not di-

rectly Taylor approximate the equations. For θ(10), we obtain a form with 163 noise symbols over a range
[−0.01871302394, 0.01871302394] and expectation [−1.017171575e− 06, 1.017171575e− 06].

Chromatic number based bound Chromatic number bound on Ĝ is 92. Upper tail bound (t ≥
1.017171575e− 06) :

P(θ(10) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 1.017171575e− 06)2

0.005454388623

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ −1.017171575e− 06) :

P(θ(10) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(−1.017171575e− 06− t)2

0.005454388623

)
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.01871302394) ≤ 0.9378230143
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.01684172155) ≤ 0.9493321537
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.01497041916) ≤ 0.9597494062
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.01309911676) ≤ 0.9690359089
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.01122781437) ≤ 0.9771567726
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.009356511972) ≤ 0.9840813001
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.007485209578) ≤ 0.9897831797
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.005613907183) ≤ 0.9942406516
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.003742604789) ≤ 0.9974366463
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.001871302394) ≤ 0.9993588932
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.001871302394) ≤ 0.9993588932
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.003742604789) ≤ 0.9974366463
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.005613907183) ≤ 0.9942406516
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.007485209578) ≤ 0.9897831797
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.009356511972) ≤ 0.9840813001
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.01122781437) ≤ 0.9771567726
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.01309911676) ≤ 0.9690359089
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.01497041916) ≤ 0.9597494062
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.01684172155) ≤ 0.9493321537
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.01871302394) ≤ 0.9378230143

Clustered dependencies and Chernoff-Hoeffding Number of components in Ĝ is 71. Upper tail
bound (t ≥ 1.017171575e− 06) :

P(θ(10) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 1.017171575e− 06)2

0.0002835373766

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ −1.017171575e− 06) :

P(θ(10) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(−1.017171575e− 06− t)2

0.0002835373766

)
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P(θ(10) ≤ −0.01871302394) ≤ 0.2908649849
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.01684172155) ≤ 0.3677861039
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.01497041916) ≤ 0.4537032105
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.01309911676) ≤ 0.5460357167
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.01122781437) ≤ 0.6411252963
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.009356511972) ≤ 0.7344080642
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.007485209578) ≤ 0.8207381555
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.005613907183) ≤ 0.8948381134
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.003742604789) ≤ 0.9518247332
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.001871302394) ≤ 0.9877389065
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.001871302394) ≤ 0.9877389065
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.003742604789) ≤ 0.9518247332
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.005613907183) ≤ 0.8948381134
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.007485209578) ≤ 0.8207381555
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.009356511972) ≤ 0.7344080642
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.01122781437) ≤ 0.6411252963
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.01309911676) ≤ 0.5460357167
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.01497041916) ≤ 0.4537032105
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.01684172155) ≤ 0.3677861039
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.01871302394) ≤ 0.2908649849

Bound based on Bernstein inequality We obtain σ2 = [1.907853127e-07,2.020835084e-07] M =
0.0114408025 Upper tail bound (t ≥ 1.017171575e− 06) :

P(θ(10) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 1.017171575e− 06)2

4.041670168e− 07 + 0.007626438945t

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ −1.017171575e− 06) :

P(θ(10) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(−1.017171575e− 06− t)2

4.041670168e− 07 + 0.007626438945 ∗ t

)
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.01871302394) ≤ 0.08660502982
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.01684172155) ≤ 0.1106864675
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.01497041916) ≤ 0.1414639251
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.01309911676) ≤ 0.1807992169
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.01122781437) ≤ 0.2310717661
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.009356511972) ≤ 0.295322421
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.007485209578) ≤ 0.3774370738
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.005613907183) ≤ 0.4823806806
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.003742604789) ≤ 0.6164932775
P(θ(10) ≤ −0.001871302394) ≤ 0.7878430425
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.001871302394) ≤ 0.7878430425
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.003742604789) ≤ 0.6164932775
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.005613907183) ≤ 0.4823806806
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.007485209578) ≤ 0.3774370738
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.009356511972) ≤ 0.295322421
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.01122781437) ≤ 0.2310717661
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.01309911676) ≤ 0.1807992169
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.01497041916) ≤ 0.1414639251
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.01684172155) ≤ 0.1106864675
P(θ(10) ≥ 0.01871302394) ≤ 0.08660502982

A.5 Tumor Model

Next, we examine a stochastic model for tumor growth with immunization [6].

xn+1 = xn + δ(axn − (b0 +
β

1 + x2
)x2 + xwn) ,

wherein xn denotes the fraction of tumor cells at time t = nδ. We use a = b0 = β = 1 and w as a truncated
normal random variable with mean 0, variance σ2 = δ and range [−10σ, 10σ].

We obtain an affine form for x100 with 200 variables. Range is [0.4739245521, 0.6539437842] and expec-
tation [0.5579084111, 0.5699599252].

Chromatic number based bound Chromatic number bound on Ĝ is 200. Upper tail bound (t ≥
0.5699599252) :

P(x100 ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 0.5699599252)2

0.1150435105

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 0.5579084111) :

P(x100 ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(0.5579084111− t)2

0.1150435105

)
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P(x100 ≤ 0.4739245521) ≤ 0.9405318673
P(x100 ≤ 0.4829255137) ≤ 0.9523027811
P(x100 ≤ 0.4919264753) ≤ 0.9628638955
P(x100 ≤ 0.5009274369) ≤ 0.9721718997
P(x100 ≤ 0.5099283985) ≤ 0.980188352
P(x100 ≤ 0.5189293601) ≤ 0.9868799432
P(x100 ≤ 0.5279303217) ≤ 0.9922187281
P(x100 ≤ 0.5369312833) ≤ 0.9961823193
P(x100 ≤ 0.5459322449) ≤ 0.9987540437
P(x100 ≤ 0.5549332065) ≤ 0.9999230595
P(x100 ≥ 0.5729351297) ≤ 0.9999230595
P(x100 ≥ 0.5819360913) ≤ 0.9987540437
P(x100 ≥ 0.5909370529) ≤ 0.9961823193
P(x100 ≥ 0.5999380145) ≤ 0.9922187281
P(x100 ≥ 0.6089389762) ≤ 0.9868799432
P(x100 ≥ 0.6179399378) ≤ 0.980188352
P(x100 ≥ 0.6269408994) ≤ 0.9721718997
P(x100 ≥ 0.635941861) ≤ 0.9628638955
P(x100 ≥ 0.6449428226) ≤ 0.9523027811
P(x100 ≥ 0.6539437842) ≤ 0.9405318673

Clustered dependencies and Chernoff-Hoeffding Number of components in Ĝ is 1. Upper tail bound
(t ≥ 0.5699599252) :

P(x100 ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 0.5699599252)2

0.01620267069

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 0.5579084111) :

P(x100 ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(0.5579084111− t)2

0.01620267069

)
P(x100 ≤ 0.4739245521) ≤ 0.6470598932
P(x100 ≤ 0.4829255137) ≤ 0.7068006096
P(x100 ≤ 0.4919264753) ≤ 0.7643745034
P(x100 ≤ 0.5009274369) ≤ 0.8184126096
P(x100 ≤ 0.5099283985) ≤ 0.8675515201
P(x100 ≤ 0.5189293601) ≤ 0.9104897922
P(x100 ≤ 0.5279303217) ≤ 0.9460448596
P(x100 ≤ 0.5369312833) ≤ 0.9732069966
P(x100 ≤ 0.5459322449) ≤ 0.9911869098
P(x100 ≤ 0.5549332065) ≤ 0.9994538293
P(x100 ≥ 0.5729351297) ≤ 0.9994538293
P(x100 ≥ 0.5819360913) ≤ 0.9911869098
P(x100 ≥ 0.5909370529) ≤ 0.9732069966
P(x100 ≥ 0.5999380145) ≤ 0.9460448596
P(x100 ≥ 0.6089389762) ≤ 0.9104897922
P(x100 ≥ 0.6179399378) ≤ 0.8675515201
P(x100 ≥ 0.6269408994) ≤ 0.8184126096
P(x100 ≥ 0.635941861) ≤ 0.7643745034
P(x100 ≥ 0.6449428226) ≤ 0.7068006096
P(x100 ≥ 0.6539437842) ≤ 0.6470598932

Bound based on Bernstein inequality We obtain σ2 = [0,0.0003682150586] M = 0.09603097759 Upper
tail bound (t ≥ 0.5699599252) :

P(x100 ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 0.5699599252)2

0.0007364301172 + 0.06401424966t

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 0.5579084111) :

P(x100 ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(0.5579084111− t)2

0.0007364301172 + 0.06401424966 ∗ t

)
P(x100 ≤ 0.4739245521) ≤ 0.3154380289
P(x100 ≤ 0.4829255137) ≤ 0.3622389952
P(x100 ≤ 0.4919264753) ≤ 0.4157660815
P(x100 ≤ 0.5009274369) ≤ 0.4768546224
P(x100 ≤ 0.5099283985) ≤ 0.5463389394
P(x100 ≤ 0.5189293601) ≤ 0.6249295473
P(x100 ≤ 0.5279303217) ≤ 0.7129060619
P(x100 ≤ 0.5369312833) ≤ 0.809273188
P(x100 ≤ 0.5459322449) ≤ 0.9089924179
P(x100 ≤ 0.5549332065) ≤ 0.9904955604
P(x100 ≥ 0.5729351297) ≤ 0.9904955604
P(x100 ≥ 0.5819360913) ≤ 0.9089924179
P(x100 ≥ 0.5909370529) ≤ 0.809273188
P(x100 ≥ 0.5999380145) ≤ 0.7129060619
P(x100 ≥ 0.6089389762) ≤ 0.6249295473
P(x100 ≥ 0.6179399378) ≤ 0.5463389394
P(x100 ≥ 0.6269408994) ≤ 0.4768546224
P(x100 ≥ 0.635941861) ≤ 0.4157660815
P(x100 ≥ 0.6449428226) ≤ 0.3622389952
P(x100 ≥ 0.6539437842) ≤ 0.3154380289
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A.6 DblWell

We consider the stochastic “double well” potential system given by

X(n+ 1) = 0.9X(n) + 0.1X(n)3 + εω1(n)X(n), Y (n+ 1) = 1.1Y (n)− 0.1Y 3
n + εω2(n)Y (n) .

Wherein ωj(n) is a gaussian with zero mean, σ = 0.01 and range [−50σ, 50σ] and ε = 0.05. We consider
here the form for Y (50). This has 200 noise symbols with range [0.8064897514, 1.139303777] and expectation
[0.9442546879, 1.00153884].

Chromatic number based bound Chromatic number bound on Ĝ is 99. Upper tail bound (t ≥
1.00153884) :

P(Y (50) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 1.00153884)2

0.3868841428

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 0.9442546879) :

P(Y (50) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(0.9442546879− t)2

0.3868841428

)
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.8064897514) ≤ 0.9521273434
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.8231304527) ≤ 0.9627888818
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.839771154) ≤ 0.9721771326
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.8564118552) ≤ 0.9802526895
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.8730525565) ≤ 0.9869814486
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.8896932578) ≤ 0.9923348483
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.9063339591) ≤ 0.9962900712
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.9229746604) ≤ 0.9988302062
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.9396153616) ≤ 0.999944369
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.006178167) ≤ 0.999944369
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.022818868) ≤ 0.9988302062
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.039459569) ≤ 0.9962900712
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.056100271) ≤ 0.9923348483
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.072740972) ≤ 0.9869814486
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.089381673) ≤ 0.9802526895
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.106022374) ≤ 0.9721771326
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.122663076) ≤ 0.9627888818
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.139303777) ≤ 0.9521273434

Clustered dependencies and Chernoff-Hoeffding Number of components in Ĝ is 102. Upper tail
bound (t ≥ 1.00153884) :

P(Y (50) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 1.00153884)2

0.04124188647

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 0.9442546879) :

P(Y (50) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(0.9442546879− t)2

0.04124188647

)
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.8064897514) ≤ 0.6311625805
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.8231304527) ≤ 0.700660005
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.839771154) ≤ 0.7674346293
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.8564118552) ≤ 0.8293606695
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.8730525565) ≤ 0.8843281703
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.8896932578) ≤ 0.9303609272
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.9063339591) ≤ 0.9657338311
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.9229746604) ≤ 0.9890799724
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.9396153616) ≤ 0.9994782554
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.006178167) ≤ 0.9994782554
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.022818868) ≤ 0.9890799724
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.039459569) ≤ 0.9657338311
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.056100271) ≤ 0.9303609272
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.072740972) ≤ 0.8843281703
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.089381673) ≤ 0.8293606695
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.106022374) ≤ 0.7674346293
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.122663076) ≤ 0.700660005
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.139303777) ≤ 0.6311625805

Bound based on Bernstein inequality We obtain σ2 = [2.5e-07,0.003417313805] M = 0.1700490888
Upper tail bound (t ≥ 1.00153884) :

P(Y (50) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 1.00153884)2

0.00683462761 + 0.1133547226t

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 0.9442546879) :

P(Y (50) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(0.9442546879− t)2

0.00683462761 + 0.1133547226 ∗ t

)
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P(Y (50) ≤ 0.8064897514) ≤ 0.4294269183
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.8231304527) ≤ 0.4899923015

P(Y (50) ≤ 0.839771154) ≤ 0.55742528
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.8564118552) ≤ 0.6316005317
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.8730525565) ≤ 0.7116976328
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.8896932578) ≤ 0.7956120146
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.9063339591) ≤ 0.878835535
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.9229746604) ≤ 0.9522085605
P(Y (50) ≤ 0.9396153616) ≤ 0.9970801295
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.006178167) ≤ 0.9970801295
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.022818868) ≤ 0.9522085605
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.039459569) ≤ 0.878835535
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.056100271) ≤ 0.7956120146
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.072740972) ≤ 0.7116976328
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.089381673) ≤ 0.6316005317
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.106022374) ≤ 0.55742528

P(Y (50) ≥ 1.122663076) ≤ 0.4899923015
P(Y (50) ≥ 1.139303777) ≤ 0.4294269183

A.7 Euler

We consider a simple stochastic integrator

Y (n+ 1) = Y (n) + dt(θ(µ− Y (n))) + σ
√
dtw

w is a standard gaussian truncated to [−100σ, 100σ] and σ = 0.3, dt = 0.001, θ = 1, and µ =
1.2. We derive an affine form for Y (1000). The affine form has a 1000 noise symbols with range: [-
285.3871188,285.6155199] and expectation: [0.1142005277,0.1142005277].

Chromatic number based bound Chromatic number bound on Ĝ is 1. Upper tail bound (t ≥
0.1142005277) :

P(Y (1000) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 0.1142005277)2

163.1578492

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 0.1142005277) :

P(Y (1000) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(0.1142005277− t)2

163.1578492

)
P(Y (1000) ≤ −285.3871188) ≤ 1.080319436e − 217
P(Y (1000) ≤ −256.8369869) ≤ 1.807911943e − 176
P(Y (1000) ≤ −228.2868549) ≤ 1.385075354e − 139
P(Y (1000) ≤ −199.736723) ≤ 4.857810541e − 107
P(Y (1000) ≤ −171.1865911) ≤ 7.799715976e − 79
P(Y (1000) ≤ −142.6364591) ≤ 5.7330806e − 55

P(Y (1000) ≤ −114.0863272) ≤ 1.929160452e − 35
P(Y (1000) ≤ −85.53619527) ≤ 2.971800812e − 20
P(Y (1000) ≤ −56.98606334) ≤ 2.095762608e − 09

P(Y (1000) ≤ −28.4359314) ≤ 0.006766054971
P(Y (1000) ≤ 0.1142005277) ≤ 1

P(Y (1000) ≥ 28.66433246) ≤ 0.006766054971
P(Y (1000) ≥ 57.21446439) ≤ 2.095762608e − 09
P(Y (1000) ≥ 85.76459633) ≤ 2.971800812e − 20
P(Y (1000) ≥ 114.3147283) ≤ 1.929160452e − 35
P(Y (1000) ≥ 142.8648602) ≤ 5.7330806e − 55

P(Y (1000) ≥ 171.4149921) ≤ 7.799715976e − 79
P(Y (1000) ≥ 199.9651241) ≤ 4.857810541e − 107
P(Y (1000) ≥ 228.515256) ≤ 1.385075354e − 139
P(Y (1000) ≥ 257.0653879) ≤ 1.807911943e − 176
P(Y (1000) ≥ 285.6155199) ≤ 1.080319436e − 217

Clustered dependencies and Chernoff-Hoeffding Number of components in Ĝ is 1000. Upper tail
bound (t ≥ 0.1142005277) :

P(Y (1000) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 0.1142005277)2

163.1578492

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 0.1142005277) :

P(Y (1000) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(0.1142005277− t)2

163.1578492

)
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P(Y (1000) ≤ −285.3871188) ≤ 1.080319436e − 217
P(Y (1000) ≤ −256.8369869) ≤ 1.807911943e − 176
P(Y (1000) ≤ −228.2868549) ≤ 1.385075354e − 139
P(Y (1000) ≤ −199.736723) ≤ 4.857810541e − 107
P(Y (1000) ≤ −171.1865911) ≤ 7.799715976e − 79
P(Y (1000) ≤ −142.6364591) ≤ 5.7330806e − 55

P(Y (1000) ≤ −114.0863272) ≤ 1.929160452e − 35
P(Y (1000) ≤ −85.53619527) ≤ 2.971800812e − 20
P(Y (1000) ≤ −56.98606334) ≤ 2.095762608e − 09

P(Y (1000) ≤ −28.4359314) ≤ 0.006766054971
P(Y (1000) ≤ 0.1142005277) ≤ 1

P(Y (1000) ≥ 28.66433246) ≤ 0.006766054971
P(Y (1000) ≥ 57.21446439) ≤ 2.095762608e − 09
P(Y (1000) ≥ 85.76459633) ≤ 2.971800812e − 20
P(Y (1000) ≥ 114.3147283) ≤ 1.929160452e − 35
P(Y (1000) ≥ 142.8648602) ≤ 5.7330806e − 55

P(Y (1000) ≥ 171.4149921) ≤ 7.799715976e − 79
P(Y (1000) ≥ 199.9651241) ≤ 4.857810541e − 107
P(Y (1000) ≥ 228.515256) ≤ 1.385075354e − 139
P(Y (1000) ≥ 257.0653879) ≤ 1.807911943e − 176
P(Y (1000) ≥ 285.6155199) ≤ 1.080319436e − 217

Bound based on Bernstein inequality We obtain σ2 = [0.008157892458,0.008157892458] M = 0.3
Upper tail bound (t ≥ 0.1142005277) :

P(Y (1000) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 0.1142005277)2

0.01631578492 + 0.19998t

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 0.1142005277) :

P(Y (1000) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(0.1142005277− t)2

0.01631578492 + 0.19998 ∗ t

)
P(Y (1000) ≤ −285.3871188) ≤ 0
P(Y (1000) ≤ −256.8369869) ≤ 0
P(Y (1000) ≤ −228.2868549) ≤ 0
P(Y (1000) ≤ −199.736723) ≤ 0
P(Y (1000) ≤ −171.1865911) ≤ 0

P(Y (1000) ≤ −142.6364591) ≤ 1.577343606e − 310
P(Y (1000) ≤ −114.0863272) ≤ 1.56215748e − 248
P(Y (1000) ≤ −85.53619527) ≤ 1.54705759e − 186
P(Y (1000) ≤ −56.98606334) ≤ 1.531955316e − 124
P(Y (1000) ≤ −28.4359314) ≤ 1.516414296e − 62

P(Y (1000) ≤ 0.1142005277) ≤ 1
P(Y (1000) ≥ 28.66433246) ≤ 1.516414296e − 62
P(Y (1000) ≥ 57.21446439) ≤ 1.531955316e − 124
P(Y (1000) ≥ 85.76459633) ≤ 1.54705759e − 186
P(Y (1000) ≥ 114.3147283) ≤ 1.56215748e − 248
P(Y (1000) ≥ 142.8648602) ≤ 1.577343606e − 310

P(Y (1000) ≥ 171.4149921) ≤ 0
P(Y (1000) ≥ 199.9651241) ≤ 0
P(Y (1000) ≥ 228.515256) ≤ 0
P(Y (1000) ≥ 257.0653879) ≤ 0
P(Y (1000) ≥ 285.6155199) ≤ 0

A.8 Arm2D

This corresponds to the motivating example of a 2D arm presented in detail through the main paper.

A.9 RimlessWheel

The rimless wheel model, taken from Tedrake et al [36], models a wheel with spokes by no rims rolling down
a slope. Such models are used as human gait models in robotics.

x(n+ 1) = cos2(
π

180
θ)

(
x(n) +

2g

L
(1− cos(

π

180
β1))

)
− 2g

L
(1− cos(

π

180
β2)) .

Here β1 = θ
2 +w and β2 = θ

2 −w and w is a truncated gaussian with mean 8degrees, σ = 1.5 and truncated
to [0, 16]. x(n) supposedly models ω2 the square of the wheel’s angular velocity. However, the invariant
x(n) ≥ 0 is not enforced in this model. We have θ = 30, g = 10, L = 1.

We are concerned with x(1000). It has 3000 noise symbols with range: [-1.24109475,9.373012643] and
expectation: [3.39358033,4.738337563].

Chromatic number based bound Chromatic number bound on Ĝ is 3. Upper tail bound (t ≥
4.738337563) :

P(x(1000) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 4.738337563)2

18.6103127

)
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Lower tail bound (t ≤ 3.39358033) :

P(x(1000) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(3.39358033− t)2

18.6103127

)
P(x(1000) ≤ −1.24109475) ≤ 0.3153064617

P(x(1000) ≤ −0.7103893801) ≤ 0.4045367902
P(x(1000) ≤ −0.1796840105) ≤ 0.5035446258
P(x(1000) ≤ 0.3510213591) ≤ 0.6080967664
P(x(1000) ≤ 0.8817267287) ≤ 0.7124628284
P(x(1000) ≤ 1.412432098) ≤ 0.8098535964
P(x(1000) ≤ 1.943137468) ≤ 0.8931113477
P(x(1000) ≤ 2.473842838) ≤ 0.9555633572
P(x(1000) ≤ 3.004548207) ≤ 0.9919006059
P(x(1000) ≥ 5.127369686) ≤ 0.9919006059
P(x(1000) ≥ 5.658075055) ≤ 0.9555633572
P(x(1000) ≥ 6.188780425) ≤ 0.8931113477
P(x(1000) ≥ 6.719485794) ≤ 0.8098535964
P(x(1000) ≥ 7.250191164) ≤ 0.7124628284
P(x(1000) ≥ 7.780896534) ≤ 0.6080967664
P(x(1000) ≥ 8.311601903) ≤ 0.5035446258
P(x(1000) ≥ 8.842307273) ≤ 0.4045367902
P(x(1000) ≥ 9.373012643) ≤ 0.3153064617

Clustered dependencies and Chernoff-Hoeffding Number of components in Ĝ is 1000. Upper tail
bound (t ≥ 4.738337563) :

P(x(1000) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 4.738337563)2

8.047091124

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 3.39358033) :

P(x(1000) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(3.39358033− t)2

8.047091124

)
P(x(1000) ≤ −1.24109475) ≤ 0.06929974783
P(x(1000) ≤ −0.7103893801) ≤ 0.1233165438
P(x(1000) ≤ −0.1796840105) ≤ 0.2046022571
P(x(1000) ≤ 0.3510213591) ≤ 0.3165183425
P(x(1000) ≤ 0.8817267287) ≤ 0.4565483016
P(x(1000) ≤ 1.412432098) ≤ 0.6140079106
P(x(1000) ≤ 1.943137468) ≤ 0.7699465684
P(x(1000) ≤ 2.473842838) ≤ 0.9002157255
P(x(1000) ≤ 3.004548207) ≤ 0.9813682177
P(x(1000) ≥ 5.127369686) ≤ 0.9813682177
P(x(1000) ≥ 5.658075055) ≤ 0.9002157255
P(x(1000) ≥ 6.188780425) ≤ 0.7699465684
P(x(1000) ≥ 6.719485794) ≤ 0.6140079106
P(x(1000) ≥ 7.250191164) ≤ 0.4565483016
P(x(1000) ≥ 7.780896534) ≤ 0.3165183425
P(x(1000) ≥ 8.311601903) ≤ 0.2046022571
P(x(1000) ≥ 8.842307273) ≤ 0.1233165438
P(x(1000) ≥ 9.373012643) ≤ 0.06929974783

Bound based on Bernstein inequality We obtain σ2 = [0,0.5742328032] M = 1.494858078 Upper tail
bound (t ≥ 4.738337563) :

P(x(1000) ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 4.738337563)2

1.148465606 + 0.996472395t

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 3.39358033) :

P(x(1000) ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(3.39358033− t)2

1.148465606 + 0.996472395 ∗ t

)
P(x(1000) ≤ −1.24109475) ≤ 0.02412483238

P(x(1000) ≤ −0.7103893801) ≤ 0.04014600523
P(x(1000) ≤ −0.1796840105) ≤ 0.06645879973
P(x(1000) ≤ 0.3510213591) ≤ 0.1092280169
P(x(1000) ≤ 0.8817267287) ≤ 0.1776755358
P(x(1000) ≤ 1.412432098) ≤ 0.2845463237
P(x(1000) ≤ 1.943137468) ≤ 0.4443959462
P(x(1000) ≤ 2.473842838) ≤ 0.6638924688
P(x(1000) ≤ 3.004548207) ≤ 0.9061757399
P(x(1000) ≥ 5.127369686) ≤ 0.9061757399
P(x(1000) ≥ 5.658075055) ≤ 0.6638924688
P(x(1000) ≥ 6.188780425) ≤ 0.4443959462
P(x(1000) ≥ 6.719485794) ≤ 0.2845463237
P(x(1000) ≥ 7.250191164) ≤ 0.1776755358
P(x(1000) ≥ 7.780896534) ≤ 0.1092280169
P(x(1000) ≥ 8.311601903) ≤ 0.06645879973
P(x(1000) ≥ 8.842307273) ≤ 0.04014600523
P(x(1000) ≥ 9.373012643) ≤ 0.02412483238
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A.10 Steering

The example models a 2 wheeled cart taken through a set of maneuvers at given speeds and steering angles
and for a given list of times, specified below. We integrate the dynamics of this cart to obtain it’s current
position and heading.

xn+1 := xn + δ(vn cos(θn)), yn+1 := yn + δ(vn sin(θn))

Furthermore

θn+1 = θn +
δ

L
vn tan(φn) .

The code below specifies the maneuvers and the integration.

1 const double angles[15]={0, -3, 0, -3,0,-2,0,-1,-3,0,-3,0, 0, -3, 0}

2 const double times[15] = {15,15,10,15,20,30,10,4,30,20,10,30, 15,15,10}

3 const double speeds[15] = {55,12, 60,10,60,12,50,10,25,60,10,45, 55,12}

4 int nMoves = 15;

5 Interval delta(0.1);

6 int nRounds = 3;

7 Interval pi (3.1415);

8 Interval i1 (-0.05,0.05);

9 Interval i2(0.0);

10 Interval i3(1e-05);

11 Interval L (25.0);

12

13 AffineForm x (env), y(env), theta(env);

14

15 for (int j = 0; j < nRounds ; ++j){

16 cout << "Round # " << j << endl;

17 for (int i = 0; i < nMoves; ++i){

18 Interval a = Interval(angles[i])* (pi/Interval(180.0));

19 int T = times[i];

20 Interval v = speeds[i];

21 // Generate Random Variables

22 AffineForm tanphi= randomVariable(env, i1, i2, i3);

23 AffineForm vel= randomVariable(env, i1, i2, i3);

24 // Scale and Translate

25 tanphi = tan(a) * (Interval(1.0) + tanphi);

26 vel = v * (Interval(1.0) + vel);

27 for (int k = 0; k < T; ++k){

28 x = x + delta* vel * cosine(theta);

29 y = y + delta * vel * sine(theta);

30 theta = theta + (delta/L) * vel * tanphi;

31 }

32 }

33 }

Our goal is to generate an affine form describing the value of x at the end of the computation. We obtain a
form with 4542 noise symbols and range: [1951.908124,2352.09445], expectation: [2150.134744,2153.840162].

Chromatic number based bound Chromatic number bound on Ĝ is 2973. Upper tail bound (t ≥
2153.840162) :

P(x ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 2153.840162)2

5694294.018

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 2150.134744) :

P(x ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(2150.134744− t)2

5694294.018

)
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P(x ≤ 1951.908124) ≤ 0.9931231985
P(x ≤ 1971.91744) ≤ 0.9944377665
P(x ≤ 1991.926757) ≤ 0.995614059
P(x ≤ 2011.936073) ≤ 0.9966515815
P(x ≤ 2031.945389) ≤ 0.9975498975
P(x ≤ 2051.954706) ≤ 0.9983086287
P(x ≤ 2071.964022) ≤ 0.9989274554
P(x ≤ 2091.973338) ≤ 0.999406117
P(x ≤ 2111.982655) ≤ 0.9997444115
P(x ≤ 2131.991971) ≤ 0.9999421964
P(x ≥ 2172.010604) ≤ 0.99994202
P(x ≥ 2192.01992) ≤ 0.9997440407
P(x ≥ 2212.029236) ≤ 0.999405552
P(x ≥ 2232.038552) ≤ 0.9989266964
P(x ≥ 2252.047869) ≤ 0.998307676
P(x ≥ 2272.057185) ≤ 0.9975487516
P(x ≥ 2292.066501) ≤ 0.9966502429
P(x ≥ 2312.075818) ≤ 0.9956125281
P(x ≥ 2332.085134) ≤ 0.9944360441
P(x ≥ 2352.09445) ≤ 0.9931212852

Clustered dependencies and Chernoff-Hoeffding Number of components in Ĝ is 1518. Upper tail
bound (t ≥ 2153.840162) :

P(x ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 2153.840162)2

76841.07311

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 2150.134744) :

P(x ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(2150.134744− t)2

76841.07311

)
P(x ≤ 1951.908124) ≤ 0.5996767945
P(x ≤ 1971.91744) ≤ 0.6614380617
P(x ≤ 1991.926757) ≤ 0.7219970533
P(x ≤ 2011.936073) ≤ 0.7799306214
P(x ≤ 2031.945389) ≤ 0.8337787503
P(x ≤ 2051.954706) ≤ 0.8821043771
P(x ≤ 2071.964022) ≤ 0.9235564285
P(x ≤ 2091.973338) ≤ 0.9569322652
P(x ≤ 2111.982655) ≤ 0.9812355279
P(x ≤ 2131.991971) ≤ 0.9957255125
P(x ≥ 2172.010604) ≤ 0.9957124927
P(x ≥ 2192.01992) ≤ 0.9812085582
P(x ≥ 2212.029236) ≤ 0.9568921744
P(x ≥ 2232.038552) ≤ 0.9235044282
P(x ≥ 2252.047869) ≤ 0.8820420003
P(x ≥ 2272.057185) ≤ 0.8337077769
P(x ≥ 2292.066501) ≤ 0.7798529939
P(x ≥ 2312.075818) ≤ 0.7219147891
P(x ≥ 2332.085134) ≤ 0.6613531674
P(x ≥ 2352.09445) ≤ 0.5995911869

Bound based on Bernstein inequality We obtain σ2 = [0.0680625,60.37836935] M = 197.8347066
Upper tail bound (t ≥ 2153.840162) :

P(x ≥ t) ≤ exp

(
−(t− 2153.840162)2

120.7567387 + 131.8766154t

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 2150.134744) :

P(x ≤ t) ≤ exp

(
−(2150.134744− t)2

120.7567387 + 131.8766154 ∗ t

)
P(x ≤ 1951.908124) ≤ 0.2240107211
P(x ≤ 1971.91744) ≤ 0.2607084489
P(x ≤ 1991.926757) ≤ 0.3034177742
P(x ≤ 2011.936073) ≤ 0.3531232989
P(x ≤ 2031.945389) ≤ 0.4109707279
P(x ≤ 2051.954706) ≤ 0.4782930386
P(x ≤ 2071.964022) ≤ 0.5566405779
P(x ≤ 2091.973338) ≤ 0.6478148369
P(x ≤ 2111.982655) ≤ 0.75390185

P(x ≤ 2131.991971) ≤ 0.8772603009
P(x ≥ 2172.010604) ≤ 0.8770767033
P(x ≥ 2192.01992) ≤ 0.7537437919
P(x ≥ 2212.029236) ≤ 0.6476789784
P(x ≥ 2232.038552) ≤ 0.5565238278
P(x ≥ 2252.047869) ≤ 0.4781927163
P(x ≥ 2272.057185) ≤ 0.4108845242
P(x ≥ 2292.066501) ≤ 0.3530492279
P(x ≥ 2312.075818) ≤ 0.3033541288
P(x ≥ 2332.085134) ≤ 0.2606537619
P(x ≥ 2352.09445) ≤ 0.2239637317
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A.11 Anesthesia

The anesthesia model consists of a four chamber pharmacokinetic model of the anesthetic fentanyl that
is administered to a surgical patient using an infusion pump [28]. This model is widely used as part of
automated anesthesia delivery systems [34]. As part of this process, we model an erroneous infusion that
results in varying amounts of anesthesia infused over time as a truncated gaussian random noise.The state
of the model is a vector of concentrations of anesthesia in various “chambers” of the body:

~x : (x1, x2, x3, x4)

The target state variable x4 measures the concentration of anesthesia in the blood plasma. u(n) is the
anesthesia input at time n.

The model evolves as
~x(n+ 1) = A~x(n) +Bu(n)(1 + e(n))

The matrices A,B are specified below. e(n) is a truncated gaussian variable over the range [−0.4, 0.4] with
mean 0 and standard deviation σ = 0.08. It models the percentage error in the infusion at time n. The u(n)
input is specified below as a fixed set of infusion rates and times.

1 double infusionTimings[7] = {20, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 45};

2 double infusionRates[7] = { 3, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.2, 3.1, 3.0};

3 AAEnvironment env(3);

4 AffineForm x1(env), x2(env), x3(env), x4(env);

5 Interval e0(-0.4, 0.4), e1(0.0), e2(0.006,0.0064);

6

7 for (int i = 0; i < 7; ++i){

8 double currentInfusion= 20.0*infusionRates[i];

9 int curTime = infusionTimings[i];

10 for (int j = 0; j < 40*curTime; ++j){

11 AffineForm e = randomVariable(env, e0, e1, e2);

12 e = e + Interval(1.0);

13 AffineForm u = e * Interval(currentInfusion);

14 AffineForm x1n = Interval(0.9012)* x1 + Interval(0.0304) * x2 +

15 Interval(0.0031) * x3 + Interval(2.676e-1) * u;

16 AffineForm x2n = Interval(0.0139)* x1 + Interval(0.9857) * x2 +

17 Interval(2e-3)*u;

18 AffineForm x3n = Interval(0.0015) * x1 + Interval(0.9985) * x3+

19 Interval(2e-4)*u ;

20 AffineForm x4n = Interval(0.0838) * x1 + Interval(0.0014) * x2 +

21 Interval(0.0001) *x3 + Interval(0.9117) * x4

22 + Interval(12e-3) * u;

23 x1 = x1n;

24 x2 = x2n;

25 x3 = x3n;

26 x4 = x4n;

27 }

28 }

29

The affine form for x4 has 5600 noise symbols in the range: [148.0791242,345.5179566] and expectation:
[246.7985404,246.7985404].

Chromatic number based bound Chromatic number bound = 1, Upper tail bound (t ≥ 246.7985):

P(x4 ≥ t) ≤ exp
(
− (t− 246.7985404)2

234.3158871

)
Lower tail bound (t ≤ 246.7985404):

P(x4 ≤ t) ≤ exp
(
−(246.7985404− t)2

234.3158871

)
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P(x4 ≤ 148.0791242) ≤ 8.651460195e − 19
P(x4 ≤ 157.9510659) ≤ 2.339065726e − 15
P(x4 ≤ 167.8230075) ≤ 2.752562728e − 12
P(x4 ≤ 177.6949491) ≤ 1.409852935e − 09
P(x4 ≤ 187.5668907) ≤ 3.143056507e − 07
P(x4 ≤ 197.4388323) ≤ 3.049806976e − 05
P(x4 ≤ 207.3107739) ≤ 0.001288054699
P(x4 ≤ 217.1827156) ≤ 0.02367762005
P(x4 ≤ 227.0546572) ≤ 0.1894451872
P(x4 ≤ 236.9265988) ≤ 0.6597370803
P(x4 ≥ 256.670482) ≤ 0.6597370803
P(x4 ≥ 266.5424236) ≤ 0.1894451872
P(x4 ≥ 276.4143653) ≤ 0.02367762005
P(x4 ≥ 286.2863069) ≤ 0.001288054699

P(x4 ≥ 296.1582485) ≤ 3.049806976e − 05
P(x4 ≥ 306.0301901) ≤ 3.143056507e − 07
P(x4 ≥ 315.9021317) ≤ 1.409852935e − 09
P(x4 ≥ 325.7740733) ≤ 2.752562728e − 12
P(x4 ≥ 335.646015) ≤ 2.339065726e − 15
P(x4 ≥ 345.5179566) ≤ 8.651460195e − 19

Chernoff-Hoeffding Bounds Number of components is 5600. The bounds are identitcal to Chromatic
number bounds in this instance.

Bernstein Inequality Bounds We obtain σ2 = [4.393422883, 4.686317742] and M = 2.361720039.
P(x4 ≤ 148.0791242) ≤ 2.082001643e − 26
P(x4 ≤ 157.9510659) ≤ 1.075895049e − 23
P(x4 ≤ 167.8230075) ≤ 5.530928956e − 21
P(x4 ≤ 177.6949491) ≤ 2.822757461e − 18
P(x4 ≤ 187.5668907) ≤ 1.425489338e − 15
P(x4 ≤ 197.4388323) ≤ 7.082952624e − 13
P(x4 ≤ 207.3107739) ≤ 3.426386251e − 10
P(x4 ≤ 217.1827156) ≤ 1.578147846e − 07
P(x4 ≤ 227.0546572) ≤ 6.540149446e − 05

P(x4 ≤ 236.9265988) ≤ 0.02001284103
P(x4 ≥ 256.670482) ≤ 0.02001284103

P(x4 ≥ 266.5424236) ≤ 6.540149446e − 05
P(x4 ≥ 276.4143653) ≤ 1.578147846e − 07
P(x4 ≥ 286.2863069) ≤ 3.426386251e − 10
P(x4 ≥ 296.1582485) ≤ 7.082952624e − 13
P(x4 ≥ 306.0301901) ≤ 1.425489338e − 15
P(x4 ≥ 315.9021317) ≤ 2.822757461e − 18
P(x4 ≥ 325.7740733) ≤ 5.530928956e − 21
P(x4 ≥ 335.646015) ≤ 1.075895049e − 23
P(x4 ≥ 345.5179566) ≤ 2.082001643e − 26
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